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legislative package 133
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Maastricht Treaty 24
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average 467
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programmes 252–5
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commitment appropriations for 236
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financial resources 236–7
funding 131, 315
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multilevel governance 244–5
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approaches 243–4
programmes 233
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report on 127, 160
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strategies 237–9
support for 108, 126
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20, 496
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Sardinian political parties 204, 208
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as new policy priority 126
programmes 289
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EU funding, indirect effects 299
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opposition to reduction in EU co-financing rate 131
self-rule 99
Structural Funds 22–3, 302, 306
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pre-legislative work 141–4, 148, 150
principles
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allocative 56
broad interpretation, for projects 44
climate policy integration 381
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to combat social exclusion 423
concentration 22, 26–7, 33, 59, 127, 328, 330
conditionality 152, 310
conventional 22, 25, 429, 440
determining allocation of regional funds 94
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economic growth 431–3
efficiency 26
environmental policy integration 369–75, 377–81
equitable territorial distribution of benefits of integration process 325
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absorption, delivery and institutional capacity 242
achievements and impact 240–41
commitment appropriations for 236
financial resources 236–7
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funding 315
main goal of 231
multilevel governance 244–5
new policy paradigms and public policy approaches 243
programmes 234, 239
shielding investments and providing relief crisis 245–6
as ‘side payment’ to 370, 497
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supported by 126
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unfavourable domestic context 243
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impact of economic crisis 31, 198, 239
institutional system 231
Maastricht Treaty 24
as most privileged in funding allocation 27, 29
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self-rule 99
Structural Funds 22–3, 302, 306
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broad interpretation, for projects 44
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matching funding to policy scope 56
measurability 433–5
‘more for more’ 404, 408
multilevel governance 260, 404, 410
non-spatial 362
‘nothing is agreed until everything is agreed’ 131
polluter-pays 372, 381
programming 22, 330
proportionality 30, 166, 281, 415
‘real’ 431–41
results orientation 439–40
single audit 175, 177
solidarity, for EU budget spending 126, 273, 298, 478
sound financial management 437–9
for strengthening cooperation 392
support allocation 310
sustainability 375, 378, 381, 436–7
territorial equalisation 515
territoriality 501, 511
urban policy 416, 418–19
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Priority Area Coordinators (PACs) 393–4, 396
programmatic commitment in green economy 375–6
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paths of 203–4
Structural Fund reforms and the regions 205–6
Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs) 37, 44, 153, 232–5, 237, 251, 260–61, 275, 288, 311, 315, 343, 420, 443, 445
regional problem
and local policy-makers 59–60
low labour mobility exacerbating 55
origin and evolution of 306–8
in United Kingdom and Ireland 252
Regional Studies Association (RSA) 41–2
regionalism, experimental 514–18
regionalist frustration
with Committee of the Regions 210
with Europe 204–5, 213–14
regionalist parties
active, in CEE countries 203
Cohesion policy funds
analysis 220–24
data 219–20, 228
hypothesis 217–18
representing manifestation of EU policy for regions 217
results 225–6
Cohesion policy of value to 208–9
concerns of 204–5, 210–12
criticism of draft European Constitution 210
demands for independence 212–14
early frustration with Europe 204–5
perceptions of EEC 204
positions on European integration 211–12, 217–25
supporting goal of self-determination 209
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regions
impact of economic crisis on 189–90
‘left behind’ 209–12
regulations for reforms 22, 24–9, 31–2
representative democracy see democracy
research, development and innovation (RDI) 313, 340, 343–6, 352–4
research, technological development and innovation (RTDI) 32, 237–8, 278, 292–4, 342
results orientation
ambition to strengthen 246
of European Parliament 151–2
principle 439–40
rich central countries, Cohesion policy achievements and impacts 278–9
common characteristics 272
funding
differences 268, 272
levels of 273–5
types and instruments 275–6
future challenges for 282
implementation challenges
absorption 281
administrative procedures 281–2
as difficult to assess 279
partnership 279–80
number of programmes 269–71
strengthening participation 282–3
thematic priorities 277
RIS3 (Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation) 365–6
Romania
accession to EU 302
budget allocation ratios by Thematic Objective 314
Cohesion Fund 42, 304
Cohesion policy
evolution of strategies 313
focus on least-developed member states 125–6
funding 311, 315
impact 311
programmes 304
Convergence status 129
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funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 308, 467
impact of economic crisis 131
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investment clause 194
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Structural Funds
centralisation traditions in managing 87
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Rome Treaty see Treaty of Rome
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ROPs see Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs)

rural development see agricultural and rural development

Sardignia Natzione 204, 208, 211

SCF see Structural and Cohesion Funds (SCF)

Scottish National Party (SNP) 204, 209–14, 228

sectoral policies, evolution of 326
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'single audit' model 175–8
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